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Welcome to the grand rapids comic-con!

Hi there, we wish to welcome you to the Grand Rapids Comic-Con!

We have to admit that it has been a humbling experience watching how well the 
community has embraced this event. We have seen amazing growth from our humble 
beginnings at the Home School Building in Wyoming in 2013 to the DeltaPlex in 2014 to 
our current home at DeVos Place. We want to sincerely thank you for coming to this little 
event.

Make sure to check out all the exciting programming and events that will happen 
throughout the weekend. They are listed in this program, on the website and the app. 
Whether you are a die-hard comic book reader, have a passion for anime, enjoy the ste-
ampunk or homestuck universe, or are just a casual fan who wants to see the spectacle 
that is the Grand Rapids Comic-Con it is our hope that you have a wonderful time and 
create some cool memories.

Have fun and we hope to see you at next year’s show which will be November 13-15, 
2020, right here at the DeVos Place!

Mark and Jennifer Hodges

Show hours

Sponsors & partners

Friday, November 8: 12:00 pm-7:00 pm
Saturday, November 9: 10:00 am-7:00 pm
Sunday, November 10: 10:00 am-5:00 pm
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Convention
Guidelines special

needs

HOW TO BE A GOOD SAMARITAN
Be courteous and cooperative with staff, guests, and fellow attendees. Treat others as 
you would wish to be treated (or better) and we will all have a great experience! Report 
convention-related issues, comments, or suggestions to staff. Let us know immediately 
if your issue is an emergency requiring medical or law enforcement assistance. Please 
plan ahead and take care of each other. Our staff will always do their best to help in 
an emergency, but we cannot be a substitute for good planning and communication. If 

security or a staff member makes a request of you, please comply or you may be asked to forfeit your badge and leave the premises. 
You are entitled to review of the instruction by another staff or security member if you feel uncomfortable with the request. Always 
ask cosplayer’s permission before taking pictures of them or video recording them. Use trash receptacles for garbage and use the 
recycling bins provided for aluminum cans and bottles. Treat the event bathrooms as you would your own. Keep all activities in the 
convention hall appropriate for general audience and children. 

PROHIBITED BEHAVIOR
Drinking alcoholic beverages, using illegal drugs, having sexual relations in public, or participating in any illegal activity is strictly 
forbidden on the convention premises. Attendees found in violation of this policy will be escorted off of the premises with no 
refund and the proper authorities will be notified. Illegal substances, alcohol, and/or dangerous items may not be brought onto the 
convention premises. If you are caught in illegal possession of alcohol or controlled substances, your badge will be revoked, police 
will be notified, and you will be asked to leave our convention. If you are openly intoxicated you will be asked to leave the show and 
escorted off the grounds by our security staff. People who violate others’ space, privacy, property, or person will be ejected from the 
event with no refund. Staff or Security can and will contact local law enforcement if warranted. Lewd outfits are prohibited and all 
clothing must be street legal. Staff members have the final say in what is appropriate and individuals may be asked to change their 
attire or leave the premises if necessary. Children under the age of 12 must be accompanied by an adult at all times, no exceptions. 
Grand Rapids Comic-Con is not responsible for the care of children, family, friends, etc. Please do not expect staff or security to 
substitute as a care-giver of any kind.
Entrances/exits may not be blocked and the hallways will remain clear. Security and/or staff will enforce these rules as a matter of 
public safety. There will be plenty of seating available in the DeVos Place for those who need a seat to relax. No loitering in the 
narrow hallways of the convention center. This convention has a no-smoking policy, including the use of e-cig or vaping products. 
If you must smoke, please do so outside at least 25 feet from the doors of the facility. There is a designated smoking space at the 
DeVos Place for those who need that space.
Public displays of affection should be limited for a public setting and in the presence of children. Grotesque behavior, speech, or 
conduct will be cause for revoking your badge and escort off of the premises as well as reporting to the local police if any laws were 
violated. 
Do not touch/hug/glomp any person without their permission. No outside food or beverages are allowed inside the convention hall. 
You may bring in a water bottle but it must be empty upon entering the building. We will have many food and beverage options 
available including vegetarian, vegan, and kosher options.

SOLICITATION POLICY
The only people allowed to sell anything at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con would be vendors who have a booth in the exhibition halls. 
People who have collections they wish to liquidate may sell those to vendors at the event but not to individual patrons.
Vendors and clubs that have booth space may distribute printed promotional materials related to their business or club as long as 
their distribution is limited to their vending space and the free literature table. Any person distributing literature of any kind through 
any distribution method without permission will be removed from the event and their badge revoked without a refund.
There will be a free literature table that will be available for all patrons to place items about their business venture or event. All 
materials must be PG in appearance and nature as well as not promote any kind of political, religious, or social agenda. Any items 
that do not fit these policies will be removed from the free literature table and disposed.

COSTUMING POLICY
Cosplay is welcome at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con. Here are a few items to consider when preparing a costume:
The Grand Rapids Comic-Con show is a family-friendly event, so keep your costume PG-13 or cleaner. In other words, nothing overtly 
violent or sexual in orientation will be allowed. Naked is not a costume, nor is body paint to replace shirts and/or pants. Overtly 
sexual costumes will not be allowed into the event. Bathing suit parts must be appropriately covered. No thongs or exposed butt 
cheeks. Ladies, limited cleavage please and no underboob or sideboob; gentlemen, if wearing spandex please wear a cup. If your 
costume includes some sort of weapon, please make sure that the weapon is obviously fake. Weapons should be made of plastic, 
foam, rubber, or some other form of softer material. All guns must have an orange tip and are not allowed to shoot any type of 
projectile (darts, water, etc.). No weapons made of steel or some other type of metal will be allowed. The Grand Rapids Comic-Con 
does have the right to not allow certain weapon props into its events. Make sure to prep any mask you may be wearing so that you 
can see appropriately!

DISCRIMINATION POLICY
West Michigan Convention Ventures LLC, the owners of the Grand Rapids Comic-Con, does not discriminate against any person on 
the basis of race, creed, age, handicap, sex, religious affiliation, national origin, or sexual orientation. All individuals are to be treated 
equally at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con by all persons associated with the event.

HARASSMENT POLICY
The Grand Rapids Comic-Con is dedicated to providing a safe and comfortable convention experience for everyone. Harassment 
of any kind, including assault, battery, intimidation, stalking, unwelcome verbal contact, other malicious or harmful behaviors or any 
other unwelcome contact, will not be tolerated. If you are found to be in violation of this policy punitive measures up to and including 
confiscation of badge, removal from the convention, and/or police involvement will be taken.  Moreover, unlawful activity will be 
prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law and with the full cooperation of West Michigan Convention Ventures LLC, the parent 
company of the Grand Rapids Comic-Con.

The Grand Rapids Comic-Con is not responsible for solving any interpersonal problems that may arise between individuals attending 
the event. In general, we can take no action to prevent a person from attending the convention unless that person has made a 
specific and credible threat toward the convention itself. That said, if you feel threatened, assaulted, harassed, or bullied while 
attending the convention, please notify staff or security personnel immediately and we will take appropriate action.

Please know that false accusations will be treated as acts of harassment perpetrated by the accuser. Our Staff and Security team 
will work to resolve the matter in the fairest way possible, but we cannot accept responsibility for resolving interpersonal disputes. 
In cases without credible evidence, the Grand Rapids Comic-Con reserves the right to ask both parties to leave the convention if a 
mutually agreeable resolution cannot be found.

If you feel that a threat exists against your person or your life, we advise you to seek a court-approved Personal Protection Order 
(PPO) against the individual in question. If you have a previous PPO from a past problem and feel that the individual in which you 
filed against would attend the Grand Rapids Comic-Con we encourage you to inform the event of the potential problem. You must 
present this order to the co-event coordinator Mark Hodges in advance of the convention by emailing him at mark@grcomiccon.
com.  We can make sure the individual is contacted and that a request is made for that person to avoid the event.

DISABILITY ADVOCATES
We are working closely with Disability Advocates Of Kent County to create a 
memorable experience for people who may have special needs. For more 
information click here.

HANDICAP ACCESSIBILITY
Every room at the DeVos Place is handicap accessible; the anime room, family room, 

and some of the gaming and programming rooms are on the second level but all rooms are accessible with an elevator. There is 
ample handicap parking around the building that is clearly marked. The bathrooms all have handicap facilities.

SEATING AT FILM FESTIVAL AND SEMINARS
There will be space saved in each seminar room and the film festival for wheelchairs. This space is limited so make sure to get in line 
early. Although we will do everything possible to accommodate people with special needs, in order to be fair to everybody attending 
the event we will not provide early access to the vending hall or other events or the ability to skip lines. We will allow you to have 
other people to stand in your place in line. We also can not guarantee attendance to every seminar or autograph signings, although 
we will do our best to make sure you have the quality experience you deserve like everybody else.

GUIDE DOGS AND SERVICE ANIMALS
Guide dogs and service animals are welcome at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con on the condition that they are leashed or appropriately 
controlled. It helps if your service animal is clearly marked with some kind of designation such as a “Paws With A Cause” vest or some 
type of equivalent but it is not required. The owner assumes full responsibility for the actions of his/her animal.
Paws With A Cause will be running some training animals through the Grand Rapids Comic-Con for final certification purposes. 

WHEELCHAIRS
Wheelchairs are kept in the First Aid office for emergency use only. AMR or Security will operate in the case of an emergency.  
DeVos Place will have wheelchairs on site at all times for guests to use as needed. The DeVos Place security office will handle the 
distribution of all wheelchairs in conjunction with AMR and the Event Services staff. All users will be required to sign a wheelchair 
release form at time of check out.

FAMILY/QUIET ROOM
We will have a good-sized space available for families who need to have their children escape the noise of the show and for people 
who have sensory issues to decompress. This will be located at Grand Gallery Overlook G.

ASL INTERPRETERS
There will be an ASL interpreter at all events on the Main Stage, Grand Gallery A-C, and Monroe Rooms during normal hours 
signing for the deaf and hard of hearing. The ASL interpreter will be projected on Main Stage screens for easier viewing.

LARGE PRINT PROGRAMS
Copies of the program in large print will be available for those who need them. They will be located at the information desk in 
the main floor concourse at no charge.

STAFF
All staff at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con will be clearly marked with a badge around their necks and wearing a black golf shirt. If 
you have any questions or special needs please feel free to ask.

FAN
FARE

10% oFF
When you bring your Con badge

If you’re also in costume
*excludes alcohol

If you’re also in costume

*10% oFF
*20% oFF

When you bring your Con badge
*20% oFF

When you bring your Con badge
*

When you bring your Con badge

20% oFF
10% oFF

When you bring your Con badge

*10% oFF
We’re a proud sponsor of all 
fandoms. Find us steps from 
DeVos Place on Monroe Ave.
BigEsSportsGrill.com

WELL PLAYED.
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BLOCK 1 - 11:30AM

Henchman

Roger Callaway in the World of Tomorrow

The Outcast

Pizza Time

Hunt For The Gorilladactyl

Fire Flower

Things We carry

Moon Drops

Capitan Kinesis

Lock The Door

Unified Theory

BLOCK 2 - 1:50PM

Star Wars: The Toys Awaken

Tiffany

Capitaine France

Subnivean

Wolf Boy

Serpendipity

Gun Metal Max

Breaking Ground

Project Cadmus

Behind The Mask

Lion’s Return

GRAND GALLERY OVERLOOK A
*Screening Schedule will be posted at the door

The Anime Screening Room Is Officially Sponsored by JAFAX

Crunchyroll Is Now Served At The Grand Rapids Comic-Con

Crunchyroll is a leading global destination and platform for Japanese anime and Asian content. 
Crunchyroll delivers more than 25,000 episodes and 15,000 hours of officially-licensed content 
from leading Asian media producers directly to viewers translated professionally in multiple 
languages within minutes of TV broadcast, through applications including Crunchyroll for 

iPhone, iPad, Android, Kindle, PlayStation, Xbox, AppleTV, 
Roku, Chromecast, Internet-enabled TVs, set-top boxes, and 
www.crunchyroll.com.

The following vehicles will be displayed in the vending area of the DeVos 
Place. Patrons may pose with each car and have a professional photographer 
shoot their picture with it for only $5. Pictures will be downloaded daily 
to Facebook where you may obtain the photo and use as you see fit. All 
proceeds will go the charities mentioned by each car:

Car showShort FILM
Festival

Anime  room

Saturday, November 9
11:30 am-5:00 pm Grand Gallery E-F

The Grand Rapids Comic-Con Film Festival exists to support independent filmmakers, 
particularly those who have made short films for audiences who love science fiction, 
fantasy, action, comedy, animation, superheroes, and other nerd-oriented genres.

                                                                             AWARDS AT 4:30PM

The Grand Rapids Comic-Con is pleased to be hosting a showcase of student and independent 
grindhouse film shorts at the event on Friday evening, November 8. This festival will be part of the 
show and no additional tickets or expenses will be expected of fans to attend the event.

This film festival will have more of a R-rated slant and nobody will be allowed to enter this film 
festival that is under the age of 17 unless they are accompanied by their parent or legal guardian.

Jinkees gang, it is the Mystery Machine. And not just a good 
replica, but rather the original van used by Hanna-Barbera to 
drive around to county fairs, music festivals, and other outdoor 
events to promote the original show “Scooby-Doo, Where Are 
You?” back in 1969. Lovingly restored by Robbin Terry, but he 
wouldn’t have finished it without some meddling kids who helped 
out over at Hanna-Barbera. Proceeds raised through photographs 
will benefit the Lost Limbs Foundation. Zoinks!

Here is one you don’t see every day: an absolutely gorgeous 
replica of the Mach 5 from the classic anime show “Speed 
Racer”. It’s the greatest on wheels! Built off the frame of a 
Corvette, this custom piece of automotive art was built by 
local businessman Doug Saunders and is a wonderful replica 
of the classic race car. Buckle up!

First comes the oooing and the awwing, then the running and 
the screaming…well maybe just the admiring noises directed 
at this marvelous rendition of a Jeep from the dinosaur classic 
Jurassic Park. Built by Matthew Scheltema, this is the perfect 
vehicle to use to escape a herd of Velociraptors or pose with a 
group of buddies for an amazing photo op. All proceeds to go 
to Bridge at Arbor Circle.

BOOTH 1003

BOOTH 1002

BOOTH 1004

grindhouse 
Festival

Friday, November 8
9:00 pm-midnight Grand Gallery E-F

9pm SHORTS BLOCK

Taquitos

WASTERS

Meat Puppets

Canto

1UP

Lost Treasure of the Valley 10:40 pm AWARDS

“Grindhouse” refers to a bygone era of movie 
theaters that mostly specialized in B-pictures 
of all kinds of “nerdy” genres and foreign films 
long before these genres were mainstream. 
These theaters starting popping up in the late 
1920’s in mostly closed Vaudevillian theaters in 
more undesirable downtown neighborhoods. 
When mainstream movie theaters began 
moving out to the suburbs in the 1950’s 
the now-irrelevent downtown palace-style 
theaters gravitated toward more grindhouse-
style cinema in an effort to stay open.

“If there’s something strange in your neighborhood, who ya gonna 
call? “The Great Lakes Ghostbuster Coalition”! They will arrive in their 
version of an Ecto-1: one of many  Ghostbusters tribute cars that are 
seen throughout Michigan. These vehicles serve our local spectre-
chasing heroes in their quest to capture all malevolent spirits, and one 
will be providing an awesome photo op! You can find the Ghostbusters 
online here for all your spirit-filled needs.

Every early 80’s kid wanted their own version of K.I.T.T., the vehicle 
of David Hasselhoff in the show “Knight Rider”. Built out of a 1988 
Trans Am, this replica beauty is the perfect car  to round up the bad 
guys and look fabulous doing so! Photo opportunities will be made 
available with your own camera in exchange for donations to Make-
A-Wish Foundation.

BOOTH 1001

MAIN HALL A
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LEGO FUN!
West Michigan LEGO Train Club (WMLTC) will display a large 
town/train layout at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con in the Kids 
Area in exhibit hall A. WMLTC will also bring LEGO bricks 
and other products for kids to play and build projects on 
their own as well as some LEGOs for sale. 

BRAZEN MONKEY’S DRAGONS

Based on the two main characters that appear in the latest “How 
to Train Your Dragon” movie, “Toothless” and “Light Fury”, will 
be appearing at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con!

The prop building company “BrazenMonkey” has made these 
highly realistic, full-scale, “rideable” dragons.  These creatures, 
along with an assortment of viking props, are available for 
photo ops in a fully immerse experience to delight of the young 
and young at heart.  All are welcome to take pictures, and  every 
dragon “rider” will receive a special commemorative dragon 
rider coin (while supplies last) with partial proceeds going to 
Make-A-Wish Foundation.

The Grand Rapids Comic-Con will have a large display of 
comic book and superhero memorabilia courtesy of the Hall Of 
Heroes Museum out of Elkhart, Indiana including the following:
Displays of Golden Age Marvel and DC comic books and 
other memorabilia, lots of superhero toys from days gone by; and a lot more!

Hall of heroes

for the kids & MORE

BOOTH 
149

speakers & Moderators

ALLEN STEWART .......................................................Hall Of Heroes
RANDY ZIMMERMAN ................................................... FLint Comix
DREW MCCARTHY ............................... ESPN 96-1, 101-3 The Brew
GRANT STOYE......................................................MLIVE, ESPN 96-1
KEVIN CARLEY ........................................................ Court Of Nerds
JARED GAFFORD ........... Joe Schmo COmic Show, Comic Book HQ
ALY ................................................................................. 104.5 SNX
BIFF ............................................................ Twitch, Court of Nerds

HOT WHEELS!
Make sure to take some time to join us to either watch or participate in some 
Hot Wheelz racing fun! Local enthusiast Brad Brushman will be providing a 
giant 60 foot long Hot Wheels racing track in which all people can participate. 
Either bring your own car or pick one up incredibly cheap right at the show.

MAIN
HALL
A

GROUP
EVENTS
· CLIENT EVENTS
· FIELD TRIPS
· EMPLOYEE PARTIES

BOOK YOUR EVENT TODAY:
CELEBRATIONCINEMA.COM/GROUP-EVENTS

THE SUPERHEROS
OF CATERING.

DISTINCTIVECATERING.COM
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Friday schedule
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FRIDAY PANEL DESCRIPTIONS
2:00 pm: Tom Kane, Voice of Yoda, Am I!
Prolific voice actor Tom Kane discusses his many roles including his most iconic, the voice of Jedi master 
Yoda in “Star Wars: The Clone Wars”. Hear him talk, you will.

3:15 pm: Jim Shooter, Comic Book Storytelling
Former Marvel Editor in Chief Jim Shooter explains the principles of visual storytelling.  Using a slide 
presentation of Jack Kirby’s work on Captain America, Jim walks you through the cinematography of the 
graphic story and shows you how to make compelling images that deliver your story with power and 
precision.  Essential knowledge for writers as well as artists.

4:30 pm: Aaron Dismuke, Shannon McCormick, and Samantha Ireland, A Rooster Teeth Panel
Rooster Teeth voice actors Aaron Dismuke, Samantha Ireland, and Shannon McCormick discuss working for 
the independent animation company and making anime in Texas.

5:45 pm: Josh Malerman, Writing Translated Into Film and TV
The author of Bird Box and writer for the anthology show “Creepshow” discusses the unique challenges of 
writing for television and having your work translated into film.

3:00 pm: Heather Antos, Being an Editor in Comics
Heather Antos has served as an editor for both Marvel and Valiant Comics. Here she discusses the job of 
editor of comics, her career in the field, and what she has up her sleeve for the future.

4:15 pm: Paul Freeman, My Life As The Bad Guy
Paul has almost always been the bad guy in his roles, from Belloq in Raiders Of The Lost Ark to Ivan Ooze 
in MMPR: The Movie. Paul discusses his career, where he is headed next, and why he has been typecast as 
the bad guy so many times.

5:30 pm: Alexis Tipton, Voice Acting As A career
Alex has vocied hundreds of animes including “My Hero Academia”, “Escaflowne”, and “Dragon 
Ball Super”. She discusses her career, how she became a voice actress for the first time, and what 
is next for her.

7:30 pm: The Nostalgia Critic and the Cinema Snob, The Critic and the Snob
These two internet critics have been friends for years, but this is the first time they have done a Q&A just 
about them. Find out how they started, how they discovered each other, and how they combined talents 
for both Channel Awesome and the Cinema Snob Movies. Now that he’s a cat owner himself, find out what 
Doug really thinks of Lloyd. It’s two of the nets most beloved characters together at last.

2:30 pm: Mark Kistler, The Magic of Drawing
The host of PBS’ “Imagination Station” will do a drawing demonstration for experts and beginners alike.

4:00 pm: Stuart Sayger and William Messner-Loebs, KISS In The Comics World
The creative team that brings you the new KISS comics discuss the writing and creative process 
of creating books around one of the most famous rock bands of all time and adding to their 
indelible legacy.

5:15 pm: Kristie Good and David Pratt, Her Legs Are HOW Long? A Seminar About Drawing People
Having trouble drawing people, or maybe you’ve always wanted to learn? Join Karmada, author 
and illustrator, for an interactive panel on drawing human body proportions! The first half of the 
panel we’ll discuss proportions, and the second half we’ll do a follow-along exercise where we 
draw a person! Sketchbooks are encouraged, but basic paper and pencils will be available for 
those who don’t carry art supplies with them.

7:30 pm: Chris Goad, Trivia Challenge
Grab some of your nerdiest friends and come down to challenge your knowledge on your favorite fandoms in 
a friendly Nerd Trivia competition, hosted by QuizQuest Trivia’s Quizmaster Chris Goad.

1:45 pm: Leo Leibelman, The Art of Story Boards and Concept Art
Leo has worked on several Hollywood productions in the past as a storyboard and concept art 
designer. Leo steps you through the process of starting on a film from scratch and creating the 
fantastic elements of a major motion picture.

3:00 pm: Tony Isabella, Cheesy Monsters Raid Again!
Tony discusses his new book on some of those godawful monster movies of the past and gets a good laugh 
at their expense. Expect some corny jokes and bad one-liners from our closet Kaiju fan.

5:45 pm: Steve Lavigne, Turtle Talk w Steve Lavigne
Steve joined Mirage Studios in 1985, being the first artist outside of Kevin Eastman to draw the 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.  He has plenty of interesting stories to share about the early days 
of the heroes in a  half shell.  Please come with questions.

7:30 pm: “Cover Of Night” premiere
Come to the premiere of the local short film production The Cover of Night! The cast and crew 
will discuss after the screening.

9:00 pm: Grindhouse Film Festival
Make sure to check out some of the best independent short films out of the horror and sci-fi 
market geared toward a more adult audience. Must be 17 to attend.
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2:30 pm: John Giang, Developing Concept Art for Film
The Industrial Light and Magic concept artist discusses the steps taken to create the big screen movies 
that you know and love from a concept to screen prospective and the challenges of working with well 
established characters.

3:45 pm: Various Convention Heads, The Horrors of Running a Convention
Various convention heads running shows in the region discuss all the behind the scenes actions in what it 
takes to deliver a grade-A con. Prepare for some funny and stupid stories!

5:30 pm: Vic Carrabotta, Horror at Atlas and Timely Comics!
Vic was a featured artist on many horror and suspense titles in the 1950’s while the Mccarthy-style hearings 
about the evils of comic books were happening. Hear first-hand about the time and what it was like to be 
involved in those creepy classics.

3:15 pm: Somaiya Daud and Amy Lukavics, Genre and Story Telling
Join authors Somaiya Daud and Amy Lukavics for an in-depth discussion on storytelling and what drew 
them to their favorite genres. Come learn about how these two long time friends craft story and build 
worlds in horror and fantasy.

4:30 pm: Timothy Zahn, Writing Books Regarding Copyrighted Franchises
The author of numerous books around Star Wars discusses the challenges of writing books for such an 
established franchise, the art of following cannon, and meeting the expectations of rabid fans.

5:45 pm: Dan Monroe, Artist Etiquette 101
The artist of numerous celebrity written children’s books will take a semi comedic look at how to, and more 
importantly, how not to interact with artists of all levels. What should you say, or not say. How do you act, 
how the artist should act in return.

1:30 pm: The Finest, Recruitment in the Fight Against Cobra
The Finest is a GI Joe cosplay charity group that has chapters all over the country yet is just starting in 
Michigan. Learn how you can be involved in this new group. Yo, Joe!

2:45 pm: Starfleet, Join The Adventues On The USS Grand Petoskey
For over four decades, STARFLEET has provided Star Trek fans a way to make friends, have fun, give back to 
their communities, and show that the dream of Gene Roddenberry can “live long and prosper”.  On the local 
level, members of the USS Grand Petoskey can gather with other fans for a variety of enjoyable activities. 

4:00 pm: Royal Manticoran Navy, Come Sail Away with Us
The Royal Manticoran Navy is a cosplay club in the area which is the Official Honor Harrington Fan 
Association based on David Weber’s Honorverse and other sci-fi reading. Check out what the club has to 
offer in the area and how you can join them in their adventures.

5:15 pm: League Of Enchantment, Be A Superhero
Several members discuss the premiere costuming group for superheroes in the area, what they do for the 
community, and how you can join in the action!

6:30 pm: Eric Anderson, Stargate: Atlants Appreciation
Come join us for a fun look at Stargate Atlantis as this year is the 15th anniversary of the show. We will look 
at the characters, items, and stories that made it such a great show.

2:00 pm: Meet the Cosplay Guests
Want to get to know our cosplay guests and what drives their cosplay passions? Have specific questions for 
one of our guests? Come meet the cosplay guest and find out!

3:30 pm: Knightmage, The Bignickk, and Shamus Smith, Cosplay and Charity
Come learn the many ways you can turn the hobby you love into a charitable act of love.

4:45 pm: Robert Pope, Cartooning Classic Favorites
Join cartoonist/animator/director Robert Pope as he discusses his 30+ years in the cartooning business and draws 
his favorite characters from Looney Tunes, Scooby-Doo, Peanuts, Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, and more!

6:15 pm: Jedi Council of Michigan, Learn The Ways Of The Force
The Jedi Council of Michigan is a newer organization that celebrates the Jedi way in the Star wars universe. 
Learn about their organization and how you can become a Padawan and learn the ways of The Force--and 
how to steer clear of the Dark Side!

3:00 pm: Comfort and Adam with Gail Simone, Let’s Make a Villain
Creating great villains is essential for making great stories – whether you love their every appearance or just love 
to hate them. Join award nominated husband and wife action faction Comfort and Adam with their very special 
guest Gail Simone lead this seminar in two parts.

4:15 pm: Greg Weisman, Celebrating Twenty Years of Gargoyles
The creator of the famed 90’s franchise discusses over twenty years of “Gargoyles” and the impact the show 
left on pop culture.

7:30 pm: Aeonica Cosplay, Anime Idol
Anime Idol is a high energy singing and dancing competition which brings many 
regional and local performers to one stage to compete..
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saturday PANEL DESCRIPTIONS
11:45 am: Various, Power Rangers Villains Reunion
Barbara Goodson (voice of Rita), Kerrigan Mahan (voice of Goldar), Paul Freeman (Ivan Ooze), Paul Schrier (Bulk), 
Jason Narvy (Skull), and Vernon Wells (Ransik from “Time Force”) discuss their roles as the bad guys in the Power 
Rangers franchise and their endless battle against those goody goody Rangers.

1:00 pm: Gail Simone, My Life In Comics
Probably the premiere female writer in the field, Gail Simone has written for Wonder Woman, Domino, Batgirl, and a 
ton of other female characters. Gail discusses her career and what she has coming next.

2:15 pm: Tobin Bell, My Job Is A Killer
The Jigsaw Killer in the Saw films discusses his classical training as an actor, how he fell into the Saw films, and how 
they have redefined his career.

3:30 pm: Patrick Warburton, It’s All Coming Together
Prolific voice and character actor Patrick Warburton discusses his many roles on TV and movies and where his career 
is headed next.

5:00 pm: Costume Contest
Check out the homemade costumes from fans at the show and see them compete to win cash and those enviable 
trophies for the mantle.

11:45 am: Heather Antos, Dirk Manning, K. Lynn Smith, and Travis McIntire, Creating HOPE: Behind The Scenes
HOPE writer/co-creator Dirk Manning, artist/co-creator K. Lynn Smith, editor Heather Antos, and publisher Travis McIntire are all in 
the same room at the same time to talk about the process behind bringing HOPE -- the hit comic about a mother who moonlights as 
a superhero -- from inception to creation as the breakout hit comic from Source Point Press! 

1:15 pm: Various, A Discussion on American Animation
Greg Weisman (producer), Zeno Robinson (voice of Cyborg), Zehra Fazal (voice of Halo), Jason Marsden (voice of Kid Flash) and 
Christopher Jones (artist) discuss American animation and use an example of a show they all work on together.

2:30 pm: Jennifer Riker and Tony Isabella, Black Lightning Discussion
Tony Isabella (the creator of Black Lightning) and Jennifer Riker (Dr. Helga Jace) discuss the upcoming season of the CW show and 
what to expect for the new season.

3:45 pm: Sara Karloff, Boris Karloff: My Father
The daughter of the legendary Frankenstein actor shares stores of the person she knew as Dad. Expect home movies and a very 
unique look at the iconic character actor.

7:00 pm: Ann Robinson, War Of The Worlds Screening
After a screening of War Of The Worlds (1953), star of the film Ann Robinsoin will discuss the movie and take questions from the audience.

2:30 pm: Mark Kistler, The Magic of Drawing
The host of PBS’ “Imagination Station” will do a drawing demonstration for experts and beginners alike.

3:45 pm: Ty Templeton, Anatomy 101 From an Artist’s Perspective
Drawing the human figure isn’t a talent, it’s a skill.  Thinking in three dimensions, and articulating an imagined 
figure are abilities that can be taught to anyone, and do NOT require some magical “something” that you 
must be born with. This lecture will reveal the tricks and secrets used by illustrators that allow them to draw 
people in all sorts of poses from many angles, without a model or a reference.  Bring a pencil and something 
to draw with, you’re going to want to try this for yourself while you’re there. 

5:00 pm: Scott Rosema, Drawing Old School
Who need a stinkin’ computer to draw? Scott Rosema does a drawing demonstration old school style. CGI 
artists are welcome to come and take notes...

11:30 am: Shorts Film Festival
Check out a plethora of short films from students and independent film makers from all over the world.

7:30 pm: Aeonica Cosplay, After Hours Karaoke
Come sing your heart out in a fun, casual, and judgement free setting! We have all kinds of music and a wifi 
hotspot to pull down even more from the internet and an aux cable to use music from your phone!

12:30 pm: Ming Chen, From Michigan to Comic Book Men
Ming Chen discusses his unique journey from being a nerd in the Detroit region to one of the leads in 
“Comic Book Men” starring Kevin Smith.

1:45 pm: Allen Stewart, Comics in World War II
During WW II American GI’s overseas read more comic book than children. Allen Stewart of The Hall of 
Heroes Super Hero Museum will reveal some of the most interesting and historical things that happened 
during this time that made.

3:00 pm: Comfort and Adam with Greg Weisman, Let’s Make a World
Every story needs a setting, but not all worlds are created equal. Come learn what makes fascinating, unique 
worlds so that your setting can become a character of its own. 

4:30 pm: Joe Pierzchala, Chad Schultz, Chris Goad, and Nate Lippert, The Undisputed Podcast of the World
This panel will double as a live episode of our local pro wrestling podcast, where hosts Trebuchet, Chad 
“Showtime” Shultz, The Nate Yard Dogg, and Chris Goad will break down the latest wrestling news and 
events, special subjects in wrestling history, and much more. 

11:00 am: Derek Padula, Dragon Ball’s 7 Religions
Discover the 7 real-life religions that inspired Dragon Ball’s creation, from Buddhism and Daoism, to Christianity and Satanism. 
In this presentation, best-selling author and Dragon Ball Scholar Derek Padula will introduce you to Akira Toriyama’s greatest 
sources of religious inspiration. He will forever change how you see your favorite series.

12:15 pm: Kara Thomas, The Art of Writing Suspense
Young adult thriller author Kara Thomas (The Darkest Corners, Little Monsters, The Cheerleaders, etc) discusses how she crafts 
suspense in her novels and plots out twists and turns to keep the reader guessing.

1:30 pm: Kristen Simmons, From First Lines to Finish Lines: An Author’s Journey to Publication
Join Kristen Simmons, critically acclaimed author of the Article 5 series, THE DECEIVERS, and other books for teens and adults, as she 
discusses and answers questions regarding writing, querying, finding an agent, and getting published in today’s market.

2:45 pm: Susan Dennard, How to Write a Book and Get Traditionally Published
Go through Susan’s journey to publication as well as the sources of her writing inspiration (music, movies, video games, books, 
etc.). She then delves into an the basics of writing and a step-by-step how-to for traditional publication.

3:45 pm: Nicole Porter (Feliciano), Simon Cedarquist, and Malcolm Joseph, Hetalia: Ask A Nation
Ever had a question you wanted to ask one of the nations from Hetalia? Come and ask! We’ll take questions of both serious and 
good humor, just don’t expect the answers to be historically accurate.

5:15 pm: Kristie Good and David Pratt, Time in a Box: Tips for Comic Panel Layouts
Description: A picture’s worth a thousand words, but a terrible layout only spells disaster! Join Karmada , comic artist and 
illustrator, for a discussion panel about Comic Panel layouts and composition. Whether you’re drawing a single comic strip or a 
full chapter book, the tips and tricks in this panel will help you tell your story your way!

11:15 am: 501st Legion of Stormtroopers/Rebel Legion, What Is The 501st/Rebel Legion?
Join the Empire and support our troops! Have you ever seen those guys dressed in those amazing Star Wars outfits and wanted 
to join them? Here is your opportunity to learn about the charity costumed troupe and learn about how you can join them in all 
the fun.

12:30 pm: Jarrett Ardell, Anime Vs. Cartoon
We love anime. And we love cartoons. But did you ever wonder how anime and western animation diverged to become such different 
mediums in the past 100 years? Follow along with NoahClue (animation scholar & audio/video producer) as we trace the origins and 
independent developments that came to define our modern understandings of these 2 different fields of animation.

1:45 pm: Ken Johnson, Saturday Morning Fever
The Saturday morning Cartoon era is one of the most pervasive and influential TV movements in history. so much of our culture is shaped 
by the media that we consumed as children. Despite that, so little critical attention is given to this genre. join this panel as we celebrate 
this underappreciated genre and enjoy this wacky, yet educational look at the world of Saturday morning Cartoons.

3:00 pm: Mandalorian Mercs, Bounty Hunters For The Empire Want You!
Find out what it takes to join the Mandalorian Mercs Costume Club, how they make their armor, and hear from the mercs themselves 
about their group!

4:15 pm: Thom Zahler and Luke Daab, Freelancing! How to survive it
Thom Zahler and Luke Daab will discuss the ins and outs of being a freelance artist. How do you stay motivated? What kind of bookkeeping 
system do you use? How do you stock your studio? Thom and Luke will share all their mistakes so you can learn from them and duplicate 
them precisely!

5:30 pm: Jarrett Ardell, Evolution of Dubbed Anime
Since the 1960s, English voice acting has been a valuable and underrated tool in bridging the language barrier for Western anime fans. 
From the hammy days of Billie Lou Watt’s Astro Boy, all the way to the modern simulcasts of Clifford Chapin’s Bakugo. Looking back at 
examples from throughout the decades, host NoahClue breaks down the evolution of dubbed anime to highlight the unsung actors of 
the microphone.

11:30 am: Cosplay Guests, Cosplay 101
Have questions about how to start cosplaying? Questions about how to pick who to cosplay or where to find wigs? Please join our cosplay 
guests for a little Cosplay 101!

1:00 pm: Chaotic Neutral Cosplay, Thermoplastics 101
Ready to start working with Thermoplastics, but not sure where to start? Join Chaotic Neutral as he guides you through the basics of 
building with plastics!

2:15 pm: Rob Miller, Armor Fabrication On A Budget
A participant in the SyFy show ‘Face Off” as well as giant prop builder, Rob discusses the art of making armor and larger fabrication items 
with limited funds and resources.

3:30 pm: Jarrett Ardell, Cartoons from Around the Globe
There are cartoons from all around the world? Yes you read that right: beyond the borders of America and Japan, you can find amazing 
works of animation from almost every country on Earth. Grab your passport as we highlight an international assortment of animation 
studios from around the globe, unlike any cartoons you’ve ever seen before!

4:45 pm: Eric Anderson, Caleb Sumney, and Mandie Aiken, Hope and Grit in Superhero Stories
Come enjoy a discussion on how superhero stories can use hope and grit to inspire us or to depress us. How do these different things 
affect us? Is there such a thing as to a hope which is to giddy? Is grit overdone in our modern times?

1:30 pm: Paul Blake, The Life and Times of Greedo
Paul discusses the short life of Greedo, his career in the movies, and answers the inevitable question of “who shot first”.

2:45 pm: Jim Shooter, Comic Book Writing
Former Marvel Editor in Chief Jim Shooter tells you what you need to know to create and write comics stories.  Using slides and examples, 
Jim explains how to get an idea, the art and architecture of stories, how to write well and successfully, and more—revealing fundamentals 
of the craft that will help you bring your creations to life.  Essential knowledge for artists as well as writers.

4:00 pm: David Nakayama, The Art Of The Cover
Marvel cover artist for such titles as Deadpool, Ant Man and The Wasp, and Spider-Man wades through the creative process of creating 
an eye-catching and appealing cover for a title. Hey, it’s the first thing you see, right?

7:30 pm: The Entire Channel Awesome gang, Movies Everybody Disagrees with You On
Have you ever had that movie you love but everyone else hates, or that movie you hate but everyone else loves? 
Well now’s your chance to make your voice heard! Join Doug Walker and the Nostalgia Critic gang in discussing what 
and why certain films get more attention than others should, and see if your movie is celebrated or despised as much as you think!
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sunday PANEL DESCRIPTIONS

12:00 pm: Ross Marquand, Guarding Stones and Dodging Zombies
One of the stars from “The Walking Dead” and the Avengers movies discusses his career, where he is 
headed, and what is coming next.

1:15 pm: Tony Todd, That Distinctive Voice!
Tony’s deep, booming voice and dominating stature has placed him as the heavy in the Candyman and 
Final Destination films as well as a Klingon in the Star Trek franchise. Find out what makes him tick.

3:00 pm: Kids Costume Contest/Star Wars Costume Contest
Watch the kids at the show strut their stuff for a chance to win a trophy for best costume. Also check out 
the Star Wars specialty costume contest right afterwards.

11:30 am: Paul Schrier and Jason Narvy, The Adventures of Bulk and Skull
Bulk and Skull have had quite an adventure in the Power Rangers franchise, from goofy bullies to the heart 
and soul of the series. Hear their stories on playing the iconic duo and how it led to a lifelong friendship.

12:45 pm: Chloe Hollings and Carolina Ravassa, An Overwatch Panel
Chloe (voice of Widowmaker) and Carolina (Symmetra) discuss the worldwide gaming phenomenon, their 
role in the franchise, and where they are battling next.

2:00 pm: Doug Walker, Nostalgia Critic Q&A
Have some aching questions for the near sighted one himself? Well now’s your chance to ask! Join Doug 
Walker and the Nostalgia Critic gang as they answer all the questions you have about their characters and 
the production of the Nostalgia Critic videos.

2:30 pm: Mark Kistler, The Magic of Drawing
The host of PBS’ “Imagination Station” will do a drawing demonstration for experts and beginners alike.

11:45 am: William Messner-Loebs, My Artistic Run on Wonder Woman
William Messner-Loebs drew some of the most iconic images of Wonder Woman in her history with his 
historic run on the character for DC Comics. Learn from the man himself on the character development of 
the time and how those indelible images are very collectible today.

1:00 pm: Charlie Carden, April Carden, Shamus Smith, Candy Callender, Miranda Bolton, and Ryan Bolton
What Star Trek Has Brought to the World of Science
An exploration of the technological, medical and scientific innovations brought to the real world by the 
over 50 year legacy of STAR TREK.

2:15 pm: Guy Gilchrist, A Career Retrospective
Guy will be sharing stories of working with Jim Henson, Michael K Frith, and what it was like at Muppets 
HQ, as well as reminiscing about the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Bugs Bunny and Looney Tunes, his 
career in children’s books, toys and comics and taking your questions!

11:15 am: Travis McIntire and Ken Johnson, The Endless Search For New Talent
Travis McIntire (Source Point Press) and Ken Johnson (Deadmen Ink) discuss the process of finding new 
talent to work on their books and what they are really looking for in new people to write and draw their 
titles. You may be surprised!

12:30 pm: Ming Chen, World Domination Through Podcasting
Ming Chen discusses his own podcast, the basics of the field, and how one can start their own podcast to 
take over the world.

1:45 pm: Allen Stewart, Comic Books and The Cold War: A Retrospective
If you love comic book history then you won’t want to miss this exciting and informative panel by Allen Stewart 
Executive Director of The Hall of Heroes Super Hero Museum. We will start at the end of WWII and discover 
comic books secrets such as: how a Superman comic almost revealed the secret of The Atom Bomb, how the 
super heroes and comic books almost ceased to exist due to a lone child psychiatrist’s book “Seduction of the 
Innocent,” how the Cold War was being fought during both the Silver Age and Bronze Age Era of comics, and 
how many early Marvel villains were Communists. We’ll also discuss Wonder Woman’s goofiest villain Egg Fu 
and what if Superman landed in Russia instead of the United States? Don’t miss this fun and educational panel!
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11:00 am: Kirk Scroggs, DC Comics Through The Lens of Kids
Join Kirk for a rambunctious, interactive, kid-friendly dip in the depths of DC Comics with Swamp Kid and 
Swamp Thing. Be prepared for doodling, Mad Libs, and, of course, mutant monster madness!

12:15 pm: Elly Blake, Beyond the Hero’s Journey
Structure is a vital piece of the story puzzle, with turning points arriving on time to keep readers engaged and 
satisfied. But whether plotter or pantser, it’s easy to go off track and lose the shape of your story as you draft. 
That’s when looking at structure methods can help. From beat sheets to the snowflake method, we’ll take a 
brief look at various structure methods as a jumping off point for plotting or revising.

1:30 pm: Sarah Rees Brennan, Fellowship In Imaginary Lands
Writing in the Sabrina universe, which has had so many different spins on it, and in the Shadowhunters 
universe, and how that is different from making up fantasy lands from scratch. Thinking about the skillset 
needed for both, the difference between urban fantasy and the fantasy of other worlds, and inviting people 
along for a fantastical journey.

2:45 pm: Derek Padula, Dragon Ball Fashion
Discover the real-life fashion trends that inspired the clothing worn by Goku, Bulma, Krillin, Vegeta, and other 
popular characters from Dragon Ball. In this presentation, best-selling author and Dragon Ball Scholar Derek 
Padula will introduce you to Akira Toriyama’s greatest sources of fashion inspiration. He will forever change 
how you see your favorite series.

11:15 am: Great Lakes Ghostbusters Coalition, We Want You!
Got ghosts? Find out more about the local chapter of the Ghostbusters, what kind of activities do they 
participate, and how you can get involved. Who ya gonna call?

12:30 pm: R2-D2 Builders Club, Put Your Droid Skills to the Test
Ever wanted to build your own R2-D2 unit or another droid from the Star Wars universe? Members of the R2-
D2 Builders Club will be available to answer your questions and let you know how to join them.

1:45 pm: The MCU: Theories Beyond Endgame, Arie Boon, Caitlin Boon, Audrey Quinn, and Dan Wallace
We’re back for our 4th consecutive Grand Rapids Comic Con panel on fan theories! This year we’ll be 
discussing the future of the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Be prepared to discuss key moments from the end 
of Phase 3 of the MCU, audience polls, and lively group discussion regarding theories tailored to future 
installments of the franchise. We are a spoiler-heavy panel, so be warned: with the Infinity Stones back where 
they belong, we can’t undo what you’ve heard.

11:30 am: Knightmage, Foamsmithing 101
Ready to start working with foam but not sure where to start? Join Knightmage as he guides you though the 
basics of building with foam!

1:00 pm: Chaotic Neuutral Cosplay, Cosplay Positivity: Mental Health Edition
Are you a cosplayer who struggles with depression or anxiety, or want to know how to support your fellow 
coplayers who do? Dealing with internet trolls or cosplay burnout? Come join Chaotic Neutral as he talks 
about building support in the community, how cosplay has helped him with his struggle and ways to cope 
with online bullying and peer pressure in the cosplay community.

2:15 pm: Joel Bartlett, Paco Cruz, and Jake Karadsheh, CTRL+P: Printing and Pre-Press For Conventions
This presentation introduces artists and vendors on graphic design and file preparation for most printed media. 
We will discuss how to translate color that you see on the screen to printed media, introduce you to printing 
terms, and give you insider knowledge into the digital printing industry. Learn about common products and 
items to show off your artwork, plus what items you absolutely need to be a successful convention artist.

12:15 pm: Greg Weisman, Television Production 101
The producer of “Young Justice Outsiders”, “The Spectacular Spider-Man”, and “Gargoyles” discusses 
the career of a television producer, what the job entails, and the challenges of animation versus live action 
production.

1:30 pm: Gail Simone, Heather Antos, K.Lynn Smith, and Comfort Love, Women In Comics
Gail Simone, Heather Antos, K.Lynn Smith, and Comfort Love are four women making 
waves in the comic book profession. They will discuss the comic book profession from a f
emale perspective and give insight on a  changing industry.
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gaming
ELECTRONIC GAMING
Whether you’ve got a taste for “the good old days of retro gaming,” or prefer the newer, less 
pixelated games of today, you can find a little bit of everything in our gaming room provided by the 
Nexus Gaming Alliance! Drop in and play anytime for free.

GAMING TOURNAMENTS
In our quest to find the elite gamers, tournaments will take place throughout the weekend. Sign-ups 
for all tournaments will be at the HQ table right inside the entrance the arena.

 FRIDAY
 2pm- Smash Ultimate
 4pm- Nidhogg 1
 6pm- Mario Kart 8 (200cc)
 8pm- Mortal Combat 11

All tournaments have a roll call to assure attendance. Please make sure to check in 5 minutes before 
the start of any event. If you show up late, you very well could lose your spot in the tournament.

BRIDGE SIMULATOR
Being on the bridge of a starship is a lot of work and requires a well-
functioning team of officers, from a Captain all the way to a  communications 
specialist. Immerse yourself completely in the realm of space by taking on a 
critical ship role and working with others.

To sign up, visit Overlook Room C and add your name to the  list! Missions run hourly.

BOARD AND CARD GAMING
Our game library has something for everyone! Sample a huge variety of board and card games from 
dozens of different publishers and make some new friends. Open late into the evening and with over 
200 games available for rent and game demos running all the time.

TABLETOP ROLEPLAYING
Ever wanted to learn the classic role playing game? Now’s your chance! Talented Game Masters will 
be available throughout the weekend to run demonstrations and short adventures. Whether you’re 
an experienced player or just picking up the game for the first time, you’ll be able to find fun here. 
All ages are welcome (kids 12 and under must please be accompanied by an adult).

GIANT TSURO
Calliope Games is loaning us their giant Tsuro board, and we can’t wait to play with you!
Place a tile and slide your stone along the path created, but take care. Other players’ 
paths can lead you in the wrong direction—or off the board entirely! Find your way 
wisely and be the last player left on the board to win!

KEN FRANKLIN AND THE CALLIOPE GAMES LIBRARY
Saturday only, you’ll be able to check out all of Calliope’s awesome games with 
Mansky Caper designer Ken Franklin!
Look for Ken in the tabletop gaming area. Don’t be afraid to come up, say hello, 
ask questions, and sit down to play a game – he’ll be happy to teach you!

ESCAPE ROOMS!
Immerse yourself in an exciting escape room experience! This year, we will feature 
two themed rooms that last between 45 and 50 minutes each.
Sign up sheets will be available outside of the escape rooms in River Overlook A 
and B in the gaming area of the con. The rooms run 10 people at a time and will 
run for the following hours:
Friday: 1pm-11:30pm | Saturday: 10:30am-11:30pm | Sunday: 10:30am-4:30pm 
*Recommended for ages 13 and up. Anyone under 13 must be accompanied by an adult 18 or older.

River Overlook Rooms All Weekend!
Friday: 12:00pm – 11:45pm
Saturday: 10:00am – 11:45pm
Sunday: 10:00am – 4:45pm

 SATURDAY
 12pm- DBZ the Fighters
 2pm- Duck Game
 4pm- Towerfall
 6pm- Project Diva Future Tone
 8pm- Tekken 7
 SUNDAY
 12pm- Soul Calibur 6

122 Monroe Center St NW
Grand Rapids MI 49503

616.733.1687

UCCELLOS.COM

Where Great 
Food & Sports 
Come Together!

Feelin’ 
  Hungry?

We  m a k e  t h e  k i n d  o f  b e e r  t h a t  w e  l o v e ,

U N A P O L O G E T I C
c ra f t  l a g e r s  and  a l e s

B R E W E D  W I T H
Detro i t  p r i d e
F o r  p e o p e  w h o  e n j o y  g r e a t  t a s t i n g  b e e r
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Vendors & Exhibitors

3 Keys Comics ......................... #234, 236
734 Designs ..................................... #807 
Aeonian Dawn ................................. #147 
Agi Jagi Shop .................................. #311 
Altruistic ................................... #120, 219 
Amber Fox, The ............... #812, 814, 816 
Amber’s Toy Chest ................... #119, 121 
Amped Reality ................................. #336 
Amusing Designs ..................... #324, 326 
Anime Crew ................ #520,522,524,526 
Anime Palace ................................... #808
Another Dimension ......................... #929
Anti-Hero Collectibles ............. #923, 925
AP Collectibles ........................ #238, 240 
Arcadia Comics ................ #102, 201, 116 
Armory Quest .......................... #209, 211 
Art of Alan Schel .............................. #437
Bar-1 Studios ................................... #628 
Bardsong Comic .............................. #728 
Beckett Authentication .................... #442 
Belle Bunni Designs ......................... #414 
Black Bazaar .................................... #407 
Bob’s Got U Covered ....................... #106
Bonnie’s Creations ........................... #333
Bowen Dragon 1 ............. #610, 612, 614
Bret’s Toys and Comics .................... #104 
Brown, Remaeris .............................. #821
BUF’s Otaku Stop .................... #902, 904
Buy Moore ....................................... #135
Cardz Xtcetera ................................. #503 
Caring Transitions of SE MI ... #222, 224, 226
Catlin, Chris ..................................... #715
Central Michigan University – Art and 
Design ............................................. #724
Chicago Costume ............................ #229 
Classic Horrors ................................. #627 
Cleveland Sleeves ........................... #117 
Collectible Empire, LLC ................... #601 
Colorworld Books ............ #513, 515, 517 
Comicfolds ...................................... #429
Comic*Pop Collectibles ..#137, 139, 141, 143
Comic Wreck .... #105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115
Conpacks Studios Presents Ruby Art.... #705 
Cordes, Mel Art ............................... #913 
Cosplay4less .................................... #823 
Cosplay MooMoo ............................ #707 
Creative Imaginations ...................... #151
Crimson Chain Leather Works ......... #318
Cross Country Collectibles ...... #232, 331

Dan’s Toys ................................ #408, 410 
Dapper On Arrival ........................... #818 
DaSueDragon Designs .................... #118
Dave’s Comic Vault .......... #525, 527, 529 
Davis, Jean ...................................... #821 
Deadly Playthings ............................ #630 
Deadwood Productions ................... #415 
Dillenbeck, Justine Illustrations ....... #917 
Disc Traders ..................................... #729
Dreaded Dinosaur ........................... #334
Edward, Thomas .............................. #338 
Elmo Collectibles ..................... #337, 339
Endless Toy Shelf, The ..................... #423 
Euphoric Treefort, The ..................... #621 
Evolution Games .................... #145 #521 
Far East Emporium .......... #319, 321, 323 
Fellow Kids ...................................... #312 
For the Love of Comics ................... #506 
Fortress Comics ............................... #825 
Freakin’ Pickles ................................ #233 
Freedom Kisses – Senegence .......... #523 
Fuzzy Fish Collectibles ............. #320, 322 
Gachewicz, Kenneth ................ #313, 315 
Galactic Toys ............................ #138, 140 
Geek Realms, The ................... #824, 826
Geeky Endeavors ............................ #307 
Geeky Experience ........................... #830 
Gem City Books ............................... #502 
Gingee Girls Art ....................... #218, 317 
GizmoForge ..................................... #804 
Glowing Vista Gifts .................. #730, 829 
Gold Dog Comics ............................ #110
Grand Rapids Pit Bull Alliance ......... #134 
GreenLion Studios ........................... #726 
Griffin Forge .................................... #417 
Gumball Monsters ........................... #304 
Hall of Heroes .................................. #149 
Haunted Enchantments ................... #607
Heath, Andrew Design and Illustration.....#412
Helaman’s Warriors .......................... #309 
Hell on Wheels ........................ #701, 703 
Heroic Handmade ........................... #806 
Hibernacula ............................. #128, 130 
Hometown Comics and Games #702, 801 
Honeck Sculpture .................... #507, 509
Honeysuckle Rose Creations ........... #709
Hudson, Loraine .............................. #821 
Humane Society of West Michigan .... #828
I Love Your Face: Face and Body Art #340 
Inali Henna....................................... #617
J and J Enterprises .................. #406, 505

COMPANY BOOTH COMPANY BOOTH

Vending Hall Hours:
Friday 12:00pm-7:00pm
Saturday 10:00am-7:00pm
Sunday 10:00am-5:00pm

J and L Photography ....................... #722 
JA Productions ................................ #220 
John Jurries Art ............................... #422 
Jukebox Imports .............................. #127 
King, Addie J. .................................. #704 
Kybercast Podcast, The ................... #435 
Kymarah Massage ........................... #915 
Lange’s Sports ................. #712, 714, 716 
Laughing Monkey Labs ........... #624, 622
LeAnn Kelley Enterprises ................. #433 
LimningHouse Illustration ........ #603, 605 
Literary Alterations .................. #416, 418
Loot Maker ...................................... #905 
Lunameed Publishing ...................... #809 
Lydia’s Vintage ......................... #706, 805 
Mattland Toys .......................... #208, 210
MB custom Toys .............................. #504 
McClain, Jim .................................... #425 
Michigamers .................................... #207 
Miniworld Entertainment ......... #613, 615
MireielleART .................................... #114 
Mirkywood Emporium ..................... #332 
Monica’s Creative Memories ........... #725
Morph’s Arcade ............................... #329 
MuseTap Studios ............................. #620 
MWM Art Studios ............................ #330 
Mystik Waboose ...................... #308, 310 
My Wife is Going to Kill Me ...... #202, 204, 301, 303
Naiad Studios .................................. #827 
Narena ............................................. #112 
Nate Michaels Art ............................ #528 
NexTech High School ...................... #927 
Nolan, Brian ............................. #212, 214 
OffWorld Designs .................... #420, 519 
Omega Forge .................................. #616 
Onrie Kompan Productions ............. #216 
Otaku Joe’s .............................. #618, 717 
Pack Ratz Comics and Cards ........... #205 
Pancake, Art by David Lee .............. #206 
Pandara Polaris ........................ #623, 625 
Pangas, Nicole Ceramics ................. #136
Phase *ID ......................... #718, 815, 817
Pixel Visions ..................................... #404 
Plush in the USA .............................. #228
PNC Bank ........................................ #316 
Power Play Anime ............................ #237
Pugling Hoard, The ................. #901, 903 
Puillustrated ..................................... #629 
PulsArt Studio .................................. #802 
Punch It! Graphics ........................... #305 
Purple Plum Inc. ............... #514, 516, 518
Radiant Grey .................................... #608 
Randy Sells Toys .............................. #711

Ranelynn Graphics ........................... #907 
Ravendark Creations ................ #215, 217 
RCandys Fudge ............................... #314 
Red Lava Toys .................................. #125 
REN ................................................. #335 
Retro Nerd Studio ........................... #721 
River City Reproductions ................. #803 
Rivertown Entertainment ......... #101, 103 
Rooms by Roman ............................ #626 
Royce, Alexis ................................... #810 
Saints of Science .............................. #719 
Section 28 Publishing ...................... #727 
Severed Foote Productions ............. #129 
Shark Robot ............................. #132, 231 
Shea Parfait ...................................... #235
Shepherd, The and Time Grunts ..... #604
Skyfox Games .................................. #108 
Smith, Scott ..................................... #821 
Spaced Out Acres ................... #306, 405 
Starship Cat ............. #510, 512, 609, 611 
STL Ocarina ..................................... #511 
Stompy Cat Costumes ..................... #530
Strong Force Comics ....................... #723 
Studio de Sade ................................ #439 
Tardy’s Collectors Corner, Inc .......... #508 
Tea and Absinthe ..................... #811, 813 
Tee See Tee ..................................... #906 
TeeTurtle/Unstable Unicorns ... #325, 327 
Terry Huddleston Art ............... #720, 819 
TG Comics 512 ................................ #619
Thompson Productions ................... #403
Throne of Toys ................................. #239 
Tosche Station ................................. #203 
Toy Dump ................................ #909, 911 
Toys for All Seasons .....#424, 426, 428, 430 
Turtle Trinkets .......................... #419, 421 
Tyrant Toys and Collectibles ............ #230
Ty’s Toys ........................................... #213 
Valkema, Dustin ....................... #822, 921 
Vault of Midnight ............................. #413 
Velvet & Violet Apothecary ............. #726 
Vidro, Kenn ...................................... #328 
War Games North .................... #602, 713 
Warp 9 Comics ........................ #131, 133
Warrior Martial Arts Supplies ... #708, 710
We Are All Corrupted ...................... #427
Windy City Workshop ...... #122, 124, 126 
Wizyakuza ................................ #820, 919 
Wong, David Art of ......................... #123 
World of Strange ............................. #606

COMPANY                         BOOTH COMPANY                         BOOTH

The Exhibition and Vending Hall hosts the Celebrity, Media, and Artist Guest Booths, 
Vendor Booths, Artist Alley, Clubs, Teams, and much, much more!

Xenomorphic Press...........#431
Zocalo Connection...#409, 411
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Artist GUESTS
Artist Guests have booths located in 
the Vending Hall. Be sure to check the 
programming schedule for panels and 
presentations from your favorite artists!

JIM SHOOTER

Marvel Secret Wars, 
Superman, GI Joe

BOOTH 432

JOHN GIANG

Dceased, Industrial Light 
and Magic

BOOTH 731

GAIL SIMONE

Birds Of Prey, Red Sonja, 
Batgirl, Domino

BOOTH 241

GUY GILCHRIST

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 
Muppet Babies

BOOTH 637

HEATHER ANTOS

Co-creator Gwenpool; 
Star Wars, Deadpool

BOOTH 741

STEVE LAVIGNE

Early artist for Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles

BOOTH 542

CHRISTOPHER 
JONES
Young Justice, Batman 66, 
The Batman Strikes

BOOTH 027

VIC CARRABOTTA

Adventures Into Mystery, 
Journey Into Terror

BOOTH 538

GRAHAM NOLAN

Co-creator Bane; Joe 
Frankenstein, The Phantom

BOOTH 531

LEO LEIBELMAN

“Hannibal”, “12 Monkeys”, 
Heavy Metal, Conan

BOOTH 632

DAVID NAKAYAMA

Deadpool, Spider-Man, Ant 
Man and the Wasp

BOOTH 242

VINCE LOCKE

Sandman, House on The Hill, 
Cannibal Corpse

BOOTH 436

TONY ISABELLA

Creator Black Lightning; 
Co-creator Tygra, Misty Knight

BOOTH 005

STUART SAYGER

The Walking Dead, Kiss, 
Vampirella, Re-Animator

BOOTH 535

SHAWN COSS

Cyanide and Happiness, 
Freakpocalypse

BOOTH 636

WILLIAM 
MESSNER-LOEBS
Wonder Woman, The MAXX, 
KISS, Pied Piper

BOOTH 533

TY TEMPLETON

Batman: The Animated Series, 
MAD magazine

BOOTH 641

DOUGLAS 
PASZKIEWICZ
Arsenic Lullaby, The Tick, 
MAD magazine

BOOTH 539

DIRK MANNING

Hope, Tales Of Mr. Rhee, 
Nightmare World

BOOTH 737

DAN DOUGHERTY

Beardo, Floppy Cop, 
Touching Evil

BOOTH 438 

JOE CORRONEY

Famous Star Wars artist; 
Doctor Who

BOOTH 634

THOM ZAHLER
My Little Pony, Love and 
Capes, 
Warning 
Label

BOOTH 537

MARK KISTLER

PBS host of “The 
Imagination Station”

BOOTH 342

K LYNN SMITH

Hope, Garfield, Plume, 
Legend of the Shaders

BOOTH 739
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MATT FEAZELL

Cynical Man, Disney 
Adventures

BOOTH 440

ROBERT POPE

Scooby-Doo,Peanuts, 
Batman: The Brave and the Bold

BOOTH 640

NOLAN NASSER

CEO of Deep Water 
Games, N3 Art

BOOTH 532

COMFORT 
AND ADAM
The Uniques, Rainbows 
In The Dark

BOOTH 541

JASON MOORE

Batman Haunted Gotham, 
The Crusades, The Thing

BOOTH 434

SCOTT ROSEMA

Space Ghost, Batman: 
The Animated Series

BOOTH 642

SETH DAMOOSE

Tales of Mr Rhee, Xenoholics

BOOTH 735

DAN MONROE

Little Monsters Guide On 
How To Scare Children

BOOTH 733

RANDY 
ZIMMERMAN
Flint Comix, The Preservers, 
Spank The Monkey

BOOTH 639

CALIBER COMICS

Michigan-based 
publishing company

BOOTH 341

SOURCE POINT 
PRESS
Michigan-based publishing 
house

BOOTH 532

DEADMEN INK 
PRESS
Michigan-based 
publishing house

BOOTH 540

Artist GUESTS CONTINUED

FRANKENSTEIN MUSEUM DISPLAY

The Grand Rapids Comic-Con will be 
hosting a high quality and interactive 
museum display celebrating thew 
200th anniversary of Mary Shelley’s 
groundbreaking book Frankenstein; 
or The Modern Prometheus. This 
will be an interactive display that will 
step through the history of the classic 
monster and its influence on pop 
culture, including the following eras:

• The original book
• The 1880’s play craze in Europe
• The silent film era
• The Universal Monsters films of the 

1930s and 40s
• The drive-in movies of the 1950s 

and 60s
• The Hammer Film era
• The reinterpretations of the 1970s and 80s

• The modern era
• There will also be a display 
of numerous pop culture items 
such as posters, books, action 
figures, figures, models, and 
many other items. Make sure to 
check it out while you are at the 
show!
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Use your Grand Rapids Public Library card 
to check out the best in books, comics, 
graphic novels, manga, anime, movies,  

TV shows, and more!

616.988.5400  WWW.GRPL.ORG

Visit any  
      of our 
 8 library  
         locations.

Watch indie films, documentaries,  
foreign films, and popular movies.

One card
to rule them all.

Check out eBooks, movies, comics,  
and eAudiobooks on demand.

Come in and browse the shelves 
for books, movies, and music. 

There are thousands  
of choices!

Visit www.grpl.org/download to get the apps.
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Media Guests
Celebrities and Media Guests will be located in the 
Vending Hall signing autographs, doing Photo Ops, and 
giving presentations throughout the convention! Be sure 
to check out your favorite guest’s schedule to find out 
where they will be at what time! 

Patrick 
Warburton
“Family Guy”, 
“Seinfeld”, “The Tick”, 
“The Venture Bros.”
BOOTH 001

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 2:00-2:30pm
Saturday: 3:00-3:30pm
Sunday: 2:00-2:30pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Saturday at 3:30pm

Ross Marquand
“The Walking Dead”, 
Avengers–Endgame

BOOTH 004

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 5:30-5:45pm
Saturday: 1:15-1:45pm
Sunday: 11:45am-12:00pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Sunday at 12:00pm

Tobin Bell
The Jigsaw Killer in the 
Saw films; Mississippi 
Burning
BOOTH 029

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: NOT IN ATTENDANCE
Saturday: 1:45-2:15pm
Sunday: 11:15am-11:45am

PANEL - Main Stage:
Saturday at 2:15pm

Tony Todd
Candyman, Final 
Destination, 
“Star Trek: TNG”

BOOTH 007

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 1:15-1:30pm
Saturday: 2:30-3:00pm
Sunday: 12:00-12:15pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Sunday at 1:15 pm

Paul Freeman
MMPR: The Movie, 
Raiders Of The Lost Ark

BOOTH 010

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 3:30-3:45pm, 4:00-4:15pm
Saturday: 10:45-11:00am, 11:15-11:45am
Sunday: 1:00-1:15pm, 1:30-1:45pm

Friday Panel: 5:30pm, Grand Gallery A-C
Saturday Panel: 11:45am, Main Stage

$50 Autograph | $50 Selfie | $80 Autograph/Selfie Combo | $60 Voicemail/Shout Out

PRICES: Personal Item $35 | Professional Photo $45

Autograph $50 | Selfie $50 | Autograph & Selfie Combo $80 | Professional Photo $70

Autograph $40 | Selfie $40 | Combo-2 $60 | Recording $50 | Combo All 3 $100 | Professional Photo $60

Autograph $50  |  Selfie $30  |  Autograph & Selfie Combo $70  |  Professional Photo $50

$30 Autograph | $30 Selfie | $50 Autograph/Selfie Combo | $50 Professional Photo Op

Vernon Wells
“Power Rangers Time 
Force”, The Road 
Warrior, Commando
BOOTH 009

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 2:15-2:30pm, 4:00-4:15pm
Saturday: 11:15-11:45am, 2:30-2:45pm
Sunday: 1:00-1:15pm, 3:45-4:00pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Saturday at 11:45am

Barbara 
Goodson
“Mighty Morphin Power 
Rangers”, “Star Wars 
The Clone Wars”
BOOTH 011

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 3:45-4:00pm, 4:00-4:15pm
Saturday: 11:15-11:45am, 4:00-4:15pm
Sunday: 1:00-1:15pm, 1:45-2:00pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Saturday at 11:45am

Jason Narvy
Skull in “Mighty Morphin 
Power rangers”

BOOTH 012

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 1:30-1:45pm, 4:00-4:15pm
Saturday: 11:00-11:15am, 11:15-11:45am
Sunday: 12:45-1:00pm, 1:00-1:15pm

Saturday Panel: 11:45am, Main Stage
Sunday Panel: 11:30 am, Grand Gallery A-C

Paul Schrier
Bulk in “Mighty Morphin 
Power Rangers”, “Power 
Rangers HyperForce”

BOOTH 012

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 1:30-1:45pm, 4:00-4:15pm
Saturday: 11:00-11:15am, 11:15-11:45am
Sunday: 12:45-1:00pm, 1:00-1:15pm

Saturday Panel: 11:45am, Main Stage
Sunday Panel: 11:30 am, Grand Gallery A-C

Kerrigan
Mahan
“Mighty Morphin Power 
Rangers”, “VR Troopers”
BOOTH 008

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 1:45-2:00pm, 4:00-4:15pm
Saturday: 11:15-11:45am
Sunday: 10:45-11:00am, 1:00-1:15pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Saturday at 11:45am

$30 Autograph | $30 Selfie | $50 Autograph/Selfie Combo | $40 Voicemail/Shout Out

$30 Autograph | $30 Selfie | $50 Autograph/Selfie Combo | $40 Voicemail/Shout Out

Autograph $40  | Selfie $20 | Autograph & Selfie Combo $50 | Professional Photo Op $50

$40 Autograph | $40 Selfie | $60 Autograph/Selfie Combo | $50 Voicemail/Shout Out
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Media Guests
Celebrities and Media Guests will be located in the 
Vending Hall signing autographs, doing Photo Ops, and 
giving presentations throughout the convention! Be sure 
to check out your favorite guest’s schedule to find out 
where they will be at what time! 

Aaron
Dismuke
“RWBY”, “Fairy Tale”, 
“My Hero Academia”
BOOTH 020

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 4:15-4:30pm
Saturday: 11:45am-12:00pm, 5:00-5:15pm
Sunday: 3:00-3:15pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Friday at 4:30 pm

Shannon 
McCormick
“RWBY”, “Camp Camp”,  
DC Universe Online
BOOTH 018

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 3:15-3:30pm, 4:15-4:30pm
Saturday: 5:00-5:15pm
Sunday: 3:00-3:15pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Friday at 4:30 pm

Samantha 
Ireland
“RWBY”, “Camp 
Camp”, “Red vs. Blue”
BOOTH 019

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 4:15-4:30pm
Saturday: 5:00-5:15pm
Sunday: 12:00-12:15pm, 3:00-3:15pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Friday at 4:30 pm

Greg
Weisman
“Gargoyles”, “Young 
Justice”, “Star Wars 
Rebels”
BOOTH 024

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Fri: 5:15pm | Sat: 12:00pm | Sun: 11:00am

Friday Panel: 4:15pm, Monroe Room
Saturday Panel: 1:15pm, Grand Gallery A-C
Saturday Panel: 3:00pm, GGO B
Sunday Panel: 12:15pm, Monroe Room

Jason
Marsden
“Young Justice
Outsiders”, Spirited
Away, A Goofy Movie
BOOTH 023

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 5:00-5:15pm, 5:15-5:30pm
Saturday: 12:00-12:15pm, 3:45-4:00pm
Sunday: 11:00-11:15am

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Saturday at 1:15 pm

Greg will have numerous items for sale at his booth around his career as a producer with most prices around $20

Autograph $30 | Selfie $20 | Combo $40 | Voice/Video Recording $30 | Candles $30,2/$50 | Funko Pop Signed $50

Autographs $20 | Selfies $20 | Autograph & Selfie Combo $30 | Professional Photo Op $30

Autographs $20 | Selfies $20 | Autograph & Selfie Combo $30 | Professional Photo Op $30

Autographs $20 | Selfies $20 | Autograph & Selfie Combo $30 | Professional Photo Op $30

Autograph $20 | Selfie $10 | Autograph/Selfie Combo $30 | Professional Photo Shoot $40

Autograph $20 | Selfie $10 | Autograph/Selfie Combo $30 | Professional Photo Shoot $40

Zeno
Robinson
“Young Justice Outsiders”, 
“One Punch Man”

BOOTH 025

Sara Karloff

Daughter of
Frankenstein actor 
Boris Karloff

Located in the Frankenstein Museum 
Display Area in Main Hall A

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Saturday at 3:45pm

Ann
Robinson
War Of The Worlds 
(1953), Dragnet (1954)

BOOTH 028

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
War of the Worlds Screening, Q+A
Saturday at 7:00 pm

Prices: Autograph $45,
War machine model with two signatures $95
Selfies free

Rob Miller

“Face Off”

Located in Main Hall A

PANEL - Grand Gallery Overlook F:
Saturday at 2:15pm

Zehra Fazal
“Young Justice 
Outsiders”, “Voltron”, 
Borderlands 3
BOOTH 026

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 5:15-5:30pm
Saturday: 12:00-12:15pm, 4:30-4:45pm
Sunday: 11:00-11:15am, 2:45-3:00pm

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Saturday at 1:15pm

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 4:45-5:00pm, 5:15-5:30pm
Saturday: 12:00-12:15pm, 4:45-5:00pm
Sunday: 11:00-11:15am

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Saturday at 1:15pm
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Media Guests
Celebrities and Media Guests will be located in the 
Vending Hall signing autographs, doing Photo Ops, and 
giving presentations throughout the convention! Be sure 
to check out your favorite guest’s schedule to find out 
where they will be at what time! 

Carolina 
Ravassa
Overwatch, Grand 
Theft Auto 5, 
Max Payne III
BOOTH 022

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 3:00-3:15pm
Saturday: 12:45-1:00pm
Sunday: 12:30-12:45pm

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Sunday at 12:45 pm

Chloe 
Hollings
Voice of Widowmaker 
in Overwatch
BOOTH 021

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 3:00-3:15pm
Saturday: 12:45-1:00pm
Sunday: 12:30-12:45pm

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Sunday at 12:45 pm

Paul Blake
Greedo in Star Wars: 
Episode IV–A New Hope

BOOTH 014

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 2:45-3:00pm
Saturday: 12:15-12:30pm

PANEL - Monroe Rooms:
Saturday at 1:30 pm

Tom Kane
“Star Wars: The Clone 
Wars”, “Foster’s 
Home…”

BOOTH 013

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 4:30-4:45
Saturday: 12:30-12:45pm
Sunday: 3:15-3:30pm

PANEL - Main Stage:
Friday at 2:00 pm

Jennifer
Riker
“Black Lightning”, 
“Lodge 49”,“Nashville”

BOOTH 006

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 2:30-2:45pm
Saturday: 2:15-2:30pm
Sunday: 2:30-2:45pm

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Saturday at 2:30 pm

Autographs on 8×10 picture $40 | Autograph on 11×17 or Funko $50 | Selfie $40 | Video Recording $50

Autographs on 8×10 picture $40 | Autograph on 11×17 or Funko $50 | Selfie $40 | Video Recording $50

$40 Autograph | $40 Selfie | $60 Autograph/Selfie Combo | $50 Voicemail/Shout Out

Autograph $25 | Selfie $20 | Autograph & Selfie Combo $40 | Professional Photo Op $40

$40 Autograph | $40 Selfie | $60 Autograph/Selfie Combo | $50 Voicemail/Shout Out

Ming Chen
“Comic Book Men”, 
A Shared Universe 
(podcast)
BOOTH 002

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 5:45-6:00pm
Saturday: 4:15-4:30pm

Saturday Panel: 12:30pm, GGO B
Sunday Panel: 12:30pm, GGO B

Alexis Tipton
“My Hero Academia”, 
Escaflowne, 
“Dragonball Super”

BOOTH 003

PROFESSIONAL PHOTO: BOOTH 015
Friday: 1:00-1:15pm
Saturday: 3:30-3:45pm
Sunday: 1:15-1:30pm

PANEL - Grand Gallery A-C:
Friday at 4:15 pm

Selfie $20 | Autograph $20 | Selfie & Autograph Combo $30 | Professional Photo Op: $30 

Autograph $30 | Selfie $30 | Selfie & Autograph Combo $50 | Professional Photo Op $40

Channel Awesome
including 
The Nostalgia Critic

BOOTH 016

FRIDAY PANELS
7:30 pm in Grand Gallery A-C
SATURDAY PANELS
7:30pm in the Monroe Rooms
SUNDAY PANELS
2:00pm in Grand Gallery A-C

COSPLAY Guests
Cosplay Guests will be located in MAIN HALL A and 
giving presentations throughout the convention! Be 
sure to check out your favorite guest’s schedule to 
find out where they will be at what time! 

Knightmage ThebignickkChaotic 
Neutral 
Cosplay

League of 
Enchantment

Bebe Alkaid 
Cosplay
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Josh
Malerman

Appearing
FRIDAY

ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Susan
Dennard
Appearing
SATURDAY

ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Kara Thomas

Appearing
SATURDAY

ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Amy Lukavics

Appearing
FRIDAY ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Somaiya
Daud
Appearing
FRIDAY
ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Kristen
Simmons
Appearing
SATURDAY
ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

literary 
GUESTS

Sarah Rees
Brennan
Appearing

SUNDAY
ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Derek Padula

Appearing
All Three Days

BOOTH 
1007

Elly Blake
Appearing
SUNDAY
ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Kirk Scroggs

Appearing
SUNDAY
ONLY

BOOTH 
1006

Timothy Zahn

Appearing
All Three Days
ONLY

BOOTH 
1005
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blood drive
EXHIBIT HALL A
Friday: 1:00-6:00 pm
Saturday: 10:00 am-4:00 pm
Sunday 10:00 am-3:00 pm

The Grand Rapids Comic-Con will be hosting a blood drive made possible by Versiti.

All three days right inside the Grand Rapids Comic-Con in Exhibit Hall A. People who do-
nate will receive one of the two exclusive Grand Rapids Comic-Con print covers.

We would like people to eat and hydrate well before donation, and to bring their photo ID.  
Donors must be 16 yrs old with parent permission, or 17 yrs old to donate on their own.

toys for tots MAIN LOBBY

The Grand Rapids Comic-Con will be serving as a launch pad for the annual Toys For Tots 
campaign for West Michigan. Each fan attending the show is being asked to donate a 
new, sealed in its original packaging toy for needy children which will distributed around 
the immediate area around Christmas. There will be collection boxes in the main lobby of 
the Grand Rapids Comic-Con throughout the weekend.

We are especially asking that you donate a toy that would be traditionally for boys between 
the ages of 8-14. This is the age range that is most difficult for Toys For Tots to receive 
donations, so please consider this when choosing a contribution.

Photoshoots
Toys For Tots are asking cosplayers to pop into their booth over the weekend to have their 
picture taken near their banner for promotional purposes. 
 
Saturday
11:30 –Ghostbusters
12:00 – GI Joe
12:30 – Harry Potter
1:00 – DC
1:30 – DC/Marvel
2:00 – Marvel
2:30 – Star Wars
3:00 – Doctor Who
3:30 – Steampunk
4:00 –Anime

the war of the worlds

Check out this incredible replica display of the alien 
from the 1953 classic The War Of The Worlds which 
will be displayed at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con! Full 
sized and well crafted piece of science fiction fan art!

Ann Robinson, Sylvia Van Buren from the classic sci-fi 
film, will be available for photos with The War Of The 
Worlds prop the entire weekend for a small fee.

Welcome to

Comic Con

2019

www.FlyFord.org
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A PLACE TO RELAX
Sidekick Lounge will have some tables and chairs for cosplayers and people 
who need to decompress or have sensory issues to relax from the crowds a 
bit and eat meals in relative peace. We will not have any food available in 
Sidekick Lounge, but you are welcome to bring their meals up there.

A PLACE TO REFRESH
Sidekick Lounge will have a station dedicated for cosplayers to refresh their make-up. There will also be a couple 
changing stations so that cosplayers can adjust more intimate aspects of their costumes or even change outfits in private.

A PLACE FOR REPAIR
If you are having a cosplay malfunction at the Grand Rapids Comic-Con then Sidekick Lounge can help. Sidekick 
Lounge will have a full repair station including a sewing machine, hot glue gun, and soldering iron for use free 
of charge. There will also be a wide variety of thread, buttons, zippers, and other repair supplies available for 
use. There will also be a couple robes for people who may need to remove their costumes for repair so they can 
keep their modesty.

RULES
1. No photography in Sidekick Lounge: There are people in there taking a break from the photographers, 

so give them respect.
2. Sidekick Lounge is not a place to store your stuff, extra costumes, etc.: We are not responsible for 

anything left in Sidekick Lounge and items left overnight will be properly removed nightly.
3. Sidekick Lounge is not a place for solicitation: There will be no buying or selling of equipment, costumes, 

photo opportunities, etc. in Sidekick Lounge. Cosplayers are welcome to exchange business cards and 
network, but no direct sales at event please.

4. Sidekick Lounge is not a hangout: This is a place to decompress, not hang out. People who are deemed 
by our staff to just be “hanging out” or being overtly loud or boisterous will be asked to leave.

GRAND GALLERY OVERLOOK G
Friday 12-6pm | Saturday 10am-6pm | Sunday 10am-4pm

The celebrity listed will be available for a photo shot by Michael Buck Studios at the times listed below. Make sure to 
show up a few minutes beforehand to get in line!
You may start buying tickets for photoshoots as early as Friday at 12 pm, if you want to make sure that you will be able 
to attend your photoshoot you should buy early. We will not refund tickets if you miss your shoot, so make sure to be 
there when you are scheduled! Celebrities will leave the photoshoot area once their line has dissipated, arrive before 
the designated time to make sure you get your picture!

celebrity Photoshoots

FRIDAY 
1:00pm   Alexis Tipton
1:15pm   Tony Todd
1:30pm   Bulk and Skull
1:45pm   Kerrigan Mahan
2:00pm   Patrick Warburton
2:15pm   Vernon Wells
2:30pm   “Black Lightning” cast
2:45pm   Paul Blake
3:00pm   Overwatch VA’s
3:15pm   Shannon McCormick
3:30pm   Paul Freeman
3:45pm   Barbara Goodson
4:00pm   “Power Rangers” villains
4:15pm   Rooster Teeth VA’s
4:30pm   Tom Kane
4:45pm   Zeno Robinson
5:00pm   Jason Marsden
5:15pm  “Young Justice Outsiders”
5:30pm   Ross Marquand
5:45pm   Ming Chen

SATURDAY 
10:45am   Paul Freeman
11:00am   Bulk and Skull
11:15am   “Power Rangers” villains
11:45am   Aaron Dismuke
12:00pm   “Young Justice Outsiders”
12:15pm   Paul Blake
12:30pm   Tom Kane
12:45pm   Overwatch VA’s
1:00pm     Jennifer Riker
1:15pm     Ross Marquand
1:45pm     Tobin Bell
2:15pm     “Black Lightning” cast
2:30pm     Vernon Wells
2:45pm    Tony Todd
3:00pm     Patrick Warburton
3:30pm     Alexis Tipton
3:45pm     Jason Marsden
4:00pm     Barbara Goodson
4:15pm     Ming Chen
4:30pm     Zehra Fazal
4:45pm     Zeno Robinson
5:00pm     Rooster Teeth VA’s

SUNDAY 
10:45am   Kerrigan Mahan
11:00am   “Young Justice Outsiders”
11:15am   Tobin Bell
11:45am   Ross Marquand
12:00pm   Samantha Ireland
12:15pm   Tony Todd
12:30pm   Overwatch VA’s
12:45pm   Bulk and Skull
1:00pm     “Power Rangers” villains
1:15pm     Alexis Tipton
1:30pm     Paul Freeman
1:45pm     Barbara Goodson
2:00pm     Patrick Warburton
2:30pm     “Black Lightning” cast
2:45pm     Zehra Fazal
3:00pm     RoosterTeeth VA’s
3:15pm     Tom Kane
3:30pm     Paul Blake
3:45pm     Vernon Wells

BOOTH 015

“Overwatch” photoshoot: Chloe Hollings and Carolina Ravassa
“Power Rangers” villains photoshoot: Barbara Goodson, Kerrigan Mahan, Paul Schrier, Jason Narvy, Vernon Wells, & Paul Freeman
“Young Justice Outsiders” photoshoot: Greg Weisman, Jason Marsden, Zehra Fazal, Zeno Robinson, & Christopher Jones.
“Black Lightning” photoshoot: Tony Isabella and Jennifer Riker.

& QUIET ROOM

costume contest
SIGN UPS
Interested participants in all three costume contests 
will need to sign up at our registration booth which 
will be in Grand Gallery D the day of the contest 
they wish to enter. All cosplayers must register for 
the contest they wish to enter, no last minute entries. 
Hours for signing up for the costume contests are the following:
Saturday, November 9 from 8 am until 2 pm, or Full (Adult)
Sunday, November 10 from 8 am until 1 pm, or Full (Kids and “Star Wars”)
There is no costume contest sign-up on Friday, November 8.

You will need to fill out a short form upon registering and will receive a lanyard with a  number that you will 
need at the costume contest. People who are entering Saturday’s adult and Sunday’s Star Wars contest will 
be pre-judged at sign up, so make sure you are in full costume including make-up at that time.
When signing up you will be asked for your real name, the character you are cosplaying, and the series in 
which the character is represented.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9: ADULT COSTUME CONTEST
All participants 13 and over are welcome to enter our main costume contest, which will be held on Saturday 
on the main stage toward the end of the day. Any costume of any genre that fits the rules of the show are 
welcome to enter!

HOW TO ENTER
Sign up at designated table in Grand Gallery D the day 
of the event starting at  8 am until filled on Saturday. 
Only 100 individual and 25 group participants will be 
taken for this contest so sign up early!

Costume must be at least 50% handmade or re-purposed materials. Contestants may sign up as groups as 
well. Each group counts as one participant in the group competition. Groups need to be centered around a 
specific theme (Marvel, DC, Star Wars, etc.).

Winner Categories:
Best In Show • Best Male • Best Female • Best Craftmanship • Best Group (2+ people) • 3 Judges Choice/Honorable Mentions

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10: KIDS COSTUME CONTEST
All kids ages 3-12 are welcome to join in the fun with our annual kids costume contest on the main stage on 
Sunday towards the end of the day! Any costume from any genre that fits the rules of the show are welcome 
to enter. A great chance for the kids to show off their costumes and have some fun!

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
Sign up at designated table in Grand Gallery D the day of the event starting at 8 am. Only 100 individual 
entries will be taken for this contest so sign up early!
To be eligible for the kids contest the child’s costume must be at least 20% handmade or re-purposed.
All children who wish will be allowed to march in a costume parade beforehand on the main stage.

Winner Categories: Best In Show (1) •  3 Judges Choice/Honorable mentions

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10: ADULT THEMED COSTUME CONTEST: “STAR WARS”
All participants 13 and over are welcome to enter our annual themed costume contest. This year we will celebrate 
the Star Wars universe, so any costumes themed around that specific franchise are welcome to participate.

HOW TO ENTER
Sign up at designated table in Grand Gallery D the day of the event starting at 8 am. Only 75 individual 
entries will be taken for this contest so sign up early! Costume must be at least 50% handmade or re-
purposed materials. No group entries in the “Star Wars” themed contest

Winner Categories: Best in show

RULES FOR BEST COSTUME FROM “STAR WARS”
-Costume must be or inspired from Star Wars. Movie, TV, video game, and literary characters are all eligible for the contest.
-Costume must be a faithful adaptation of the charter being cosplayed from Star Wars. No mash-ups, steampunk/homestuck/
alternate history interpretations, etc.  are allowed in the contest.
-Your character must be a proper representation specific to Star Wars. You may not portray different interpretations of the 
character; for example, you can’t do a Harley Quinn version of Princess Leia, etc.
-You may NOT enter the other adult contest with the same costume.
-Costume must be at least 50% homemade or re-purposed.
-Judges may ask you about the costume while on stage.
-Any skit must be 30 Seconds or less
-Must have FUN!!!

FOR A FULL LIST OF COSTUME CONTEST RULES VISIT GRCOMICCON.COM/COSTUME-CONTEST
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after hours

Friday and Saturday Night
HUGE GAMING AREA! River Overlook Rooms
The Grand Rapids Comic-Con will have a wide variety of gaming happening each night until 11:55 pm 
up in the River Overlook Rooms. There will be a wide variety of board, card, and electronic gaming of 
all types going on deep into the evening, as well as an escape room.

ANIME SCREENINGS! Grand Gallery Overlook A
There will an anime screening room running open to close each day in Grand Gallery Overlook A, sponsored 
by the good people at JAFAX. This programming room will center attention on anime and manga screenings 
straight from Crunchyroll, so you know it is fresh stuff. 

Friday Night
 
CHANNEL AWESOME VS THE CINEMA SNOB!  7:30 pm in Grand Gallery A-C

Channel Awesome started as That Guy With The Glasses, one of the first video sharing 
services on the internet. The Cinema Snob is no sloiuch himself, gathering a signinficant 
viewershipo with his comical reviews of cult and weird cinema. These two internet 
critics have been friends for years, but this is the first time they have done a Q&A just 
about them. Find out how they started, how they discovered each other, and how they 
combined talents for both Channel Awesome and the Cinema Snob Movies. Now that 
he’s a cat owner himself, find out what Doug really thinks of Lloyd. It’s two of the nets 

most beloved characters together at last.

FILM FESTIVAL 9:00pm in Grand Gallery E-F
Welcome to the grindhouse! The Grand Rapids Comic-Con is pleased to be hosting a showcase of student 
and independent grindhouse film shorts at the event at 9 pm in Grand Gallery E-F. This festival will be part of 
the show and no additional tickets or expenses will be expected of fans to attend the event. This film festival 
will have more of a R-rated slant and nobody will be allowed to enter this film festival that is under the age of 
17 unless they are accompanied by their parent or legal guardian.

TRIVIA CHALLENGE 7:30pm in Grand Gallery D
Grab some of your nerdiest friends and come down to Friday night of Grand Rapids Comic Con 
to challenge your knowledge on your favorite fandoms in a friendly Nerd Trivia competition, 
hosted by Quizmaster Chris Goad. Candy, geeky gifts, and other swag will be up for grabs. 
Teams must consist of one to four people.  

ANIME IDOL 7:30pm Monroe Rooms
Anime Idol is a high energy singing and dancing competition which brings many regional 
and local performers to one stage to compete for best singer, best dancer, and Anime Idol .

Saturday NIGHT
AFTER PARTY KARAOKE 10:00pm in Grand Gallery E-F
Come sing your heart out in a fun, casual, and judgement free 
setting! We have all kinds of music and a wifi hotspot to pull down 
even more from the internet and an aux cable to use music from your 
phone! Hosted by J83 Entertainment, who is a panelist, cosplayer, 
photographer and karaoke host whom one can find at conventions 
across the Midwest. 

CHANNEL AWESOME 7:30pm Monroe Rooms
Have you ever had that movie you love but everyone else hates, or that movie you 
hate but everyone else loves? Well now’s your chance to make your voice heard! 
Join Doug Walker and the Nostalgia Critic gang in discussing what and why certain 
films get more attention than others should, and see if your movie is celebrated or 
despised as much as you think! 

There will be a plethora of activities after the main hall closes 
for those who want some late night entertainment. Every activity 
is part of the admission price, so you don’t need to pay an 
additional admission charge for any of these after hours events. do you have our app?

Scan to download the Grand Rapids 
Comic Convention App!

(or search in Google Play and the Apple App Store!)

Stay up to date with panels, events, and 
your favorite celebrity’s schedule - even 

with last minute changes!

ANDROID Apple
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See you next year!
November 13-15, 2020 @ The Devos Place!


